Canadian Food Compliance Issues
1.0 Week 1
1.1

Parmesan Cheese:

A 2016 Bloomberg News examination found that some Parmesan cheddar had wood mash in it.
The added substance is evidently used to forestall amassing, something that can likewise be
maintained a strategic distance from with potato starch, as indicated by nourishment researcher
Mark Johnson of the Center for Dairy Research in Wisconsin. Wood mash is really viewed as
safe for utilization in specific amounts, he said. Nevertheless, "there might be an impulse to [use]
more than should be expected." That's since wood mash is less expensive than cheddar, so a few
organizations may utilize more to undermine their opposition, he included. In case you're
planning to purchase legitimate Parmesan cheddar (without the wood mash), Olmsted suggests
searching for the full name "Parmigiano-Reggiano" and ensures it peruses, "made in Italy."
1.1.1 Seafood:
"Fish is the absolute most hazardous class for phony nourishment," Olmsted said. What's more,
on the off chance that you want to maintain a strategic distance from the phony fish by eating at
an upscale eatery, reconsider. A 2013 U.S. think about led by Oceana, discovered 38 percent of
all eateries inspected and 74 percent of all sushi restaurants, and mislabeled the types of fish
served. "On the off chance that you arrange red snapper filet and get another kind of fish you
likely will have no clue," he said. "Individuals don't realize what certain fish resembles." This is
particularly valid if the fish isn't served entire and is as “bisque," he said. The best technique for
getting genuine fish is to attempt to get it as near its "regular frame" as could reasonably be
expected, Olmsted said.
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2.0 Week 02
2.1

Olive oil:

Recent research suggested that Olive Oil these days has been greatly tampered with. Some
manufacturers dilute the olive oil with other low-quality oils such as Sunflower and Soybean oil,
which have been recorded previously as the disease-causing oils. Fake Food Expert Larry
Olmsted suggested that check the label on the olive oil, such as; Olive Oil Bottle reads that it for
example, if the bottle of olive oil is labeled as manufactured or sealed in Italy that doesn’t
necessarily means its “made” in Italy.
That’s why the experts usually suggest that olive oil is mostly from countries like Chile, U.S.A
etc.
2.1.1 Widespread mislabelling at restaurants:
The issue, Oceana Canada says, is especially pervasive in eateries, where 52 percent of the
examples tried were mislabelled. The rate was 22 percent for nourishment retailers. None of the
examples of fish that should be red snapper, yellowtail or butterfish were really observed to be
those species. 50% of the ocean bass examples were mislabelled. For sole, it was 42 percent, and
for fish, it was 41 percent, trailed by halibut at 35 percent, cod at 32 percent and salmon at 18
percent. As Josh Laughren of Oceana Canada clarified in a CBC meet not long ago, fish is a
worldwide item.

3.0 Week 3
3.1

SeaFood mislabeling:

After global embarrassments including horse meat and mislabeled angle, there's a push in
Canada and around the globe to battle sustenance extortion. Today, innovation is being produced
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to endeavor to enable shoppers to recognize reality about what they're truly eating. Sylvain
Charlebois, a teacher of sustenance dissemination at Dalhousie University, says dissensions in
regards to nourishment extortion are spiking in Canada, with more rates of "informants"
revealing mislabeled items and other nourishment related misdirection to the Canadian Food
Inspection Agency. Charlebois said nourishment misrepresentation is basically a general
wellbeing danger, especially with regards to hypersensitivities and sustenance prejudices.
"On the off chance that there is an adjustment in the rundown of fixings, or if there's an
additional fixing that is less expensive, it might speak to a hazard to specific purchasers," he said.
In any case, the government is beginning to split down. One of the biggest sustenance extortion
related tests in the Canadian Food Inspection Agency's history discovered prompted charges
against Mucci Farms. Mucci International Marketing, Mucci Pac and two of its chiefs conceded
to an assortment of administrative offenses and were fined $1.5 million subsequent to bringing in
create, including tomatoes from Mexico, and moving them as a "Result of Canada." However,
the organization denies that the mislabeling was deliberate.
3.1.1 Suspecting Lettuce (E.Coli Cases):
OTTAWA – The government is exhorting the sustenance business not to import romaine lettuce
from regions in the U.S. associated with creating lettuce sullied with E. coli. The Canadian Food
Inspection Agency says it will likewise find a way to ensure items from zones distinguished by
the American Food and Drug Administration are not being permitted into Canada. The measures
come after the FDA said it presumes romaine lettuce gathered in parts of California this month is
the wellspring of a flare-up of E. coli O157 that has made individuals debilitated in both Canada
and the States.
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4.0 Week 4
4.1

Shark Fins Sold For Soup:

Shark and manta beam gills found available to be purchased in stores and markets in Vancouver
and in China only a couple of years prior had a place essentially with animal varieties that are
presently recorded as in danger and restricted for exchange, DNA testing appears.
Manta and Mobula beam gill rakers, thin fibers that the creatures use to channel sustenance from
the water, are utilized in customary Chinese drug. As per the preservation amass Manta Ray of
Hope, they are causing sicknesses running from chickenpox to malignancy in some Chinese
people group. Seven of the shark species and each of the five of the beam species is prohibited
from global exchange under the Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species. The
beginning of the exchange bans, for the most part, started somewhere in the range of 2014 and
2017, after the examples were gathered. "Be that as it may, the affirmed event of these species'
body parts in late exchange proposes continuous market requests," the scientists composed.
4.1.1 Salmonella:
Sustenance defiled with Salmonella may not look or smell ruined but rather can, in any case,
make you debilitated. Children, pregnant ladies, the elderly and individuals with debilitated
insusceptible frameworks may contract genuine and once in a while dangerous diseases. Solid
individuals may encounter momentary side effects, for example, fever, migraine, spewing,
sickness, stomach spasms, and loose bowels. Long haul confusions may incorporate serious joint
inflammation. The sustenance cautioned issued on November 28, 2018, has been refreshed to
incorporate extra item data. This extra data was recognized amid the Canadian Food Inspection
Agency's (CFIA) sustenance security examination. The Chef's Warehouse is reviewing Soom
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mark tahini items from the commercial center because of conceivable Salmonella tainting.
Customers ought not to expend the reviewed items depicted beneath.
1.

Chocolate Sweet Tahini Halva Spread

2.

Sesame Premium Tahini

3.

Sesame Premium Tahini

5.0 Week 5
5.1

Consumption of Human Placenta:

The act of expending one's placenta to accomplish indicated medical advantages in the wake of
conceiving an offspring is a feature snatching wonder — and not simply among superstars.
Advocates assert that ingesting human placenta arrangements averts post pregnancy anxiety,
conquer weakness, increment vitality levels and lift bosom drain creation.
In any case, recently, Health Canada forewarned against doing as such, saying there is no logical
proof to help such restorative cases and cautioning that it could prompt bacterial or viral diseases
in moms or their infants. The hazard is higher in the event that somebody expends placenta from
someone else.
5.1.1 Flavored Vaping Products:
The Canadian Pediatric Society is requiring a restriction on seasoned e-cigarettes after the U.S.
Nourishment and Drug Administration (FDA) sounded the alert on an ascent in youngster
vaping, depicting it as a "pestilence."
The quantity of U.S. secondary school understudies who say they've utilized e-cigarettes over the
most recent 30 days is 78 percent higher this year than a year ago, as per the most recent
National Youth Tobacco Survey, a joint report by the FDA and the U.S. Communities for
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Disease Control and Prevention (CDC). For more youthful understudies in center school, the
expansion was right around 50 percent. Everything means more than 3.6 million American
minors utilizing e-cigarettes in 2018 — 1.5 million more than in 2017, the FDA says.

6.0 Week 6
6.1

Walmart Contaminated Food:

Walmart Canada has been requested to pay a $20,000 fine to move debased sustenance after a
staggering fierce blaze in northern Alberta two years prior. A portion of the charges against
Walmart included neglecting to discard sustenance things — including treats, potato chips,
beans, and fixings — after the Fort McMurray fire in May 2016. A concurred proclamation of
actualities exhibited in Fort McMurray commonplace court appears there were initially 174
charges, yet that number was decreased to 10. Walmart Canada and misfortune counteractive
action director Darren Kenyon were each fined $2,000 per offense.
6.1.1 Trans Fat Ban:
Canada's restriction on the primary wellspring of counterfeit Tran’s fats became effective
Monday, making it illicit for makers to utilize the added substance in any nourishment made or
imported into the nation, and additionally in any suppers arranged in eateries. The boycott targets
incompletely hydrogenated oils, or PHOs, which are the primary wellspring of mechanically
delivered Tran’s fats in all sustenance’s sold in Canada. The new direction applies just to PHOs,
not normally happening Tran’s fats, which can be found in some creature based sustenance, for
example, drain cheddar, hamburger, and sheep. Tran’s fats have been utilized for the only
remaining century to add taste and surface to sustenance as a substitution for the spread. They
usability of numerous sustenance, including products like treats, baked goods, doughnuts,
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biscuits, nibble nourishments, and seared nourishments was increased. Be that as it may, they are
known to expand dimensions of "awful" cholesterol, raising the danger of coronary illness.

7.0 Week 7
7.1

Tea Toxics:

It's one of the most recent VIP embraced rages clearing internet-based life: Tea-toxins, the
thought you can detoxify your body, decrease swell, help vitality, consume put away fat and at
last smooth your stomach — to some extent by drinking tea. Yet, as per Health Canada, the offer
of a portion of these prominent brands — with snappy names like Flat Tummy Tea, Boo Tea,
and Skinny Mint—isn't permitted in Canada on the grounds that the items aren't appropriately
authorized here. "Since those items are not enrolled as [natural wellbeing item numbers] … they
ought not to be available in Canada," said Health Canada representative Maryse Durette.
Any item sold in Canada making a well-being guarantee must be enrolled and authorized as a
characteristic wellbeing item, as indicated by the government organization. Regardless of
whether the item doesn't list unequivocal wellbeing claims, the certain importance in its name
can be sufficient to require a characteristic wellbeing item arrangement.

7.1.1 Pet Foods:
The U.S. Nourishment and Drug Administration are researching a potential connection between
coronary illness in canines and pet sustenance containing peas, lentils, other vegetable seeds or
potatoes as fundamental fixings.
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A few breeds, including Great Danes, Newfoundlands, Irish Wolfhounds, Saint Bernards and
Doberman Pinschers are hereditarily inclined to the infection. It is less ordinarily found in little
and medium breed hounds, with the exception of American and English Cocker Spaniels.
That is the reason the FDA is directing an examination concerning this potential connection.
Meanwhile, the FDA keeps on prescribing that adjustments in eating routine, particularly for
pooches with DCM, ought to be made in conference with an authorized veterinary expert.

8.0 Week 8
8.1

Escolar:

The investigation proposes 64 percent of eateries and retailers sold the mislabeled angle. The
issue was more terrible in eateries, where 52 percent of the fish was mislabeled, contrasted with
22 percent at retailers. Escolar, which is regularly sold instead of butterfish and white fish, can
cause intense gastrointestinal indications, for example, looseness of the bowels, regurgitating and
sickness, the examination said. It's viewed as such a wellbeing hazard, to the point that it's
prohibited in Japan, South Korea, and Italy.
8.1.1 Ciguatera:
A perilous poison called ciguatera, found in Japanese amberjack frequently sold rather than
yellowtail, can cause "long haul weakening neurological side effects" that are difficult to treat
except if you know their source. Mislabeling fish can likewise cost you much more, with modest
fish, for example, whiting attempting to go as Atlantic cod and sold for 4.5 occasions its esteem.
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9.0 Week 9
9.1

Ikea Marshmallow Candy:

Ikea mark Marshmallow treat is being reviewed because of what the Canadian Food Inspection
Agency says might be conceivable defilement from mice invasion. The CFIA says the item may
contain destructive microbes. It was sold in Alberta, Manitoba, Nova Scotia, Ontario and Quebec
in 100-gram bundles which show the words "Marshmallow treat'' beneath the Ikea name "Godis
Paskkyckling.'' The CFIA says there have been no revealed ailments related with eating this
sweet.
9.1.1 Sweetened Drinks:
Sugar in improved beverages could be more unsafe to wellbeing than sugar found normally in
sustenance, for example, entire organic product, perhaps expanding the danger of sort 2 diabetes.

Completed by Canadian analysts, including a group at St. Michael's Hospital in Toronto, the new
audit examined 155 examinations with a sum of 5,086 members, exploring the impact of various
wellsprings of fructose sugars on the blood glucose levels in members with and without diabetes.
FDA currently has presented that accumulation of sweetened beverages like Pepsi, Coke or
Sprite is very injurious to health and should be avoided at any cost. FDA even explicitly
mentioned that fructose should be limited as well.
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10.0 Week 10
10.1 Spinach Recall:
The well-known produce company Dole has just announced a National recall on its product
"Baby Spinach with Tender Reds". The recall is due to listeria contamination.
The review was first activated by the Canadian Food Inspection Agency test results on the
spinach. Other test outcomes are at present during the time spent deciding if other Dole items are
additionally sullied with listeria. Up to that point, you'll likely need to purchase your greens
somewhere else.
10.1.1 Weed-killing Chemical:
From Cheerios to Oreos to chocolate coated Timbits, a dubious weed-executing concoction has
been found in a few well-known nourishment items in Canada. In an examination dispatched by
backing bunch Environmental Defense Canada and autonomously led by California-based
Anresco Laboratories, 18 normal sustenance things were tried for glyphosate, the dynamic
element of a compound herbicide sold under the name Roundup and found in numerous agrarian
and cultivating items. In spite of the fact that the issue remains fervently challenged, a few
investigations and court cases have connected the generally utilized concoction to disease.

11.0 Week 11
11.1 Abbott-Brand Liquid Nutrition Products:
Wellbeing Canada has issued an across the nation review over different Abbott-marked fluid
healthful items because of conceivable bacterial sullying. The review represents 18 diverse
supper substitution shakes, including mainstream commonly recognized names, for example,
Ensure, Promote, Pediasure, and Glucerna, all found in 235 ml jars. Shoppers are cautioned not
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to expend the item and all merchants, retailers, and nourishment benefit foundations have been
prompted not to move or utilize the items. F.I.A is conducting various different surveys
regarding the food check and it’s labeling, mostly identifying whether the ingredients and
packaging coincide with each other not.
Majority of the products that have been banned or retracted was due to health issues suggested
by various consumers who faced such atrocities after consuming these items.

11.1.1 Ritz Bits Recall:
The vast majority of the Ritz Bits influenced by the review have termination dates in 2019,
except for the cheddar seasoned 180-gram Snak-Paks, which bear dates in November. The CFIA
said the nibble sustenance review was activated by the review in another nation. Concerning the
chicken tenders, the influenced item is 907 grams, with a May 2019 best before date. The review
was activated by CFIA discoveries amid an examination concerning nourishment has borne
ailment flare-up. The items subject to review ought to be tossed out or came back to a place of
procurement. Side effects of salmonella incorporate fever, cerebral pain, spewing, stomach
spasms, and loose bowels. Children and individuals with feeble immune system may encounter
more serious indications.

12.0 Week 12
12.1 Spoilage Issues (Baby Food):
Sixteen kinds of natural infant sustenance pockets are being reviewed because of a bundling
imperfection. Eight kinds of President's Choice Organics and eight kinds of Love Child Organics
infant sustenance are being pulled from the commercial center because of an issue that may
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permit "waste small-scale living beings" to pervade the bundling and cause the items to ruin. The
Canadian Food Inspection Agency says the review was activated by shopper grumblings, albeit
no sicknesses have been accounted for.
12.1.1 Honey and Saffron:
Honey is reliably in the Top 10 list for nourishment misrepresentation, research showed. What's
more, this is on the grounds that it's a standout amongst the most costly types of sugar and it's
anything but difficult to defile. It very well may be weakened with high-fructose corn syrup,
natural sweetener, and beet sugar. On the off chance that you need to stay away from the phony
nectar, CFA recommends purchasing locally. CFA said to likewise be cautious when purchasing
nectar from China as the nation has a past filled with defilement.
Saffron is a standout amongst the most costly flavors, but on the other hand, it's a standout
amongst the most knocked-off ones as well. As indicated by the Food Fraud Database, saffron
can really contain marigold blooms, corn silk, chalk, colored onions and strands of cotton or
plastic string. The most ideal approach to staying away from phony saffron is to purchase the
zest in entire strings, which is harder to counterfeit.
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13.0 Feedback:
Though it's given that every country suffers from scams and another type of frauds and Canada is
no different, what makes Canada efficient is that how quickly they jump on things once they get
to know the issue. Canada Food and Drug Association (CFDA) caught more than 100 companies
mislabeling of the products and banned countless seafood import that is being brought into the
country illegally or Seafood that is altogether banned. Now this sort of actions makes companies
extra careful towards their products and deliver goods up to the recommended standards set by
CFDA.
Now analyzing varies articles, I have gathered information that most
scams/frauds/mislabeling/etc. has been reported by “customers”, who led the matter to CFDA
and they questioned the personnel responsible immediately. So, I believe customer feedback and
their experience could save other people from being ill or misdirected.
As a retailer it should be everyone’s number one priority to meet the standards set by FDA and
follow their particular guidelines.
Every packaging, ingredients and labeling should double or triple checked before making it
available for purchase. Such minute precautions can save many lives as well as maintain the
quality of life that everyone desires.
With that being said the food authority should check the new product that’s going to be launched
in the market before it is deemed worthy of purchase. Most of the issues I have noticed in this
entire research were that food authority only acted when the complaints were filed or if the
situation became a dire.
Health should a priority of every state, city and country, so actions should be taken before the
product launch and if it meets all the necessary requirements, then and only then it should be
available.
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The association should survey and enhance its security and wellbeing framework persistently,
with the goal that it’s general wellbeing and wellbeing execution enhances continually. The
association can gain from pertinent experience and apply the exercises. There ought to be a
methodical survey of execution dependent on information from checking and from free reviews
of the entire security and wellbeing the executive’s framework. There ought to be a solid
responsibility to consistent enhancement including the improvement of arrangements,
frameworks and methods of hazard control. Execution ought to be surveyed by:


Inner reference to key execution pointers



Outer correlation with the execution of business contenders and best practice in the
association's work area.

Numerous organizations presently write about how well they have performed on laborer security
and wellbeing in their yearly reports and how they have satisfied their obligations with respect to
getting ready and executing their Safety Statements. What's more, bosses have more noteworthy
obligations on 'Risk of Directors and Officers of Undertakings' that expects them to be in a
situation to demonstrate they have master effectively dealt with the wellbeing and strength of
their specialists. Information from this 'Evaluating and auditing execution' process ought to be
utilized for these reasons.
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Appendix A
Parmesan Cheese
Appendix A.1

September 20th 2018

Appendix A.1.1

Food fraud: 6 of the most commonly faked product

Appendix A.1.2
product/

https://globalnews.ca/news/4014182/food-fraud-avoiding-fake-

Appendix B
Appendix B.1

SeaFood
October 8th 2018

Appendix B.1.1

Food fraud worries more than half of Canadians: study

Appendix B.1.2
https://www.ctvnews.ca/business/food-fraud-worries-morethan-half-of-canadians-study-1.3294301
Appendix C
Appendix C.1

Widespread mislabeling at restaurants
August 28th to November 15th 2018

Appendix C.1.1
Canada

Widespread mislabelling of seafood reported in cities across

Appendix C.1.2
https://www.cbc.ca/news/technology/seafood-mislabellingfraud-1.4796762
Appendix D
Appendix D.1

Olive Oil
September 5th 2018

Appendix D.1.1

Food Scams and How to Avoid Them

Appendix D.1.2
product/

https://globalnews.ca/news/4014182/food-fraud-avoiding-fake-

Appendix E
Appendix E.1

Suspecting Lettuce (E.Coli Cases)
20th November 2018

Appendix E.1.1

E. coli outbreak: Romaine lettuce probed in US and Canada

Appendix E.1.2

https://www.bbc.com/news/world-us-canada-46284236
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Appendix F
Appendix F.1

SeaFood mislabeling

Appendix F.1.1

September 21st 2018

Appendix F.1.2

Widespread mislabelling of seafood

Appendix F.1.3
https://www.cbc.ca/news/technology/seafood-mislabellingfraud-1.4796762
Appendix G
Appendix G.1

Shark Fins Sold For Soup

Appendix G.1.1

August 2017 to October 29th 2018

Appendix G.1.2

Shark fins sold for soup in Canada include many at-risk

Appendix G.1.3

https://www.cbc.ca/news/technology/shark-fins-1.4262628

Appendix H
Appendix H.1

Salmonella

Appendix H.1.1

28th November 2018

Appendix H.1.2
Food Recall Warning - Achva and S&F brand tahini products
recalled due to Salmonella
Appendix H.1.3
https://www.newswire.ca/news-releases/food-recall-warning--achva-and-sf-brand-tahini-products-recalled-due-to-salmonella701502881.html
Appendix I
Appendix I.1

Consumption of Human Placenta

Appendix I.1.1

28th November 2018

Appendix I.1.2
Consumption of human placenta products poses risk to moms,
babies: Health Canada
Appendix I.1.3
https://ca.news.yahoo.com/consumption-human-placentaproducts-poses-181329416.html
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Appendix J
Appendix J.1

Flavoured Vaping Products

Appendix J.1.1

17th November 2018

Appendix J.1.2
Paediatricians call for ban on flavoured vaping products —
but Health Canada isn't going there
Appendix J.1.3
https://www.cbc.ca/news/health/canadian-pediatriciansflavoured-vaping-second-opinion-1.4910030
Appendix K
Appendix K.1

Walmart Contaminated Food

Appendix K.1.1

1st October 2018

Appendix K.1.2
Walmart fined $20K for contaminated food sold after Fort
McMurray wildfire
Appendix K.1.3
https://www.rimbeyreview.com/news/walmart-fined-20k-forcontaminated-food-sold-after-fort-mcmurray-wildfire/
Appendix L
Appendix L.1

Trans Fat Ban:

Appendix L.1.1

17th September 2018

Appendix L.1.2

Canada bans use of trans fats in food products

Appendix L.1.3
https://www.rimbeyreview.com/news/canada-bans-use-oftrans-fats-in-food-products/
Appendix M
Appendix M.1.1

Honey And Saffron

Appendix M.1.2

12th October 2018

Appendix M.1.3
Food fraud: 6 of the most commonly faked products and how
to avoid themhttps://globalnews.ca/news/4014182/food-fraud-avoiding-fakeproduct/
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Appendix N
Appendix N.1

Tea Toxics

Appendix N.1.1

3rd November 2018

Appendix N.1.2
The truth about teatoxes: Why health experts say this celebendorsed craze is unnecessary
Appendix N.1.3
https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/teatoxes-teatoxing-tea-detoxmarketplace-1.4886622
Appendix O
Appendix O.1

Pet Foods

Appendix O.1.1

July 16th to October 20th 2018

Appendix O.1.2
Pet foods high in legume and potato ingredients linked to heart
disease in dogs: FDA
Appendix O.1.3
https://www.foodincanada.com/food-in-canada/pet-foods-highin-legume-and-potato-ingredients-linked-to-heart-disease-in-dogs-fda-139959/
Appendix P
Appendix P.1

Escolar

Appendix P.1.1

August 28th to November 21st 2018

Appendix P.1.2

Canadian seafood mislabelled

Appendix P.1.3
https://www.terracestandard.com/news/is-that-really-tunastudy-suggests-44-of-canadian-seafood-mislabelled/
Appendix Q
Appendix Q.1

Ciguatera

Appendix Q.1.1

22nd October 2018

Appendix Q.1.2

Canadian seafood mislabelled

Appendix Q.1.3
https://www.terracestandard.com/news/is-that-really-tunastudy-suggests-44-of-canadian-seafood-mislabelled/
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Appendix R
Appendix R.1

Ikea Marshmallow Candy

Appendix R.1.1

2nd February to November 27th 2018

Appendix R.1.2
Canadian Food Inspection Agency Issues Recall For Ikea
Marshmallow Candy
Appendix R.1.3
https://www.huffingtonpost.ca/2018/02/28/ikea-candyrecall_a_23373123/
Appendix S
Appendix S.1

Sweetened Drinks

Appendix S.1.1

22nd November 2018

Appendix S.1.2
Sweetened Drinks May Pose Greater Diabetes Risk Than
Other Sugary Foods: Study
Appendix S.1.3
https://www.huffingtonpost.ca/2018/11/22/sweetened-drinksdiabetes-risk_a_23597115/
Appendix T
Appendix T.1

Spinach Recall

Appendix T.1.1

5th September 2018

Appendix T.1.2

Canada Issues Country-Wide Recall On Spinach

Appendix T.1.3
https://www.mtlblog.com/news/canada-issues-country-widerecall-on-spinach
Appendix U
Appendix U.1

Weed-killing Chemical:

Appendix U.1.1

9th September 2018

Appendix U.1.2
Weed-killing chemical found in pasta, cereal and cookies sold
in Canada: study
Appendix U.1.3
https://www.ctvnews.ca/health/weed-killing-chemical-found-inpasta-cereal-and-cookies-sold-in-canada-study-1.4086615
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Appendix V
Appendix V.1

Abbott-Brand Liquid nutrition Products

Appendix V.1.1

16th October 2018

Appendix V.1.2
Health Canada issues nationwide recall over Abbott-brand
liquid nutrition products
Appendix V.1.3
october-2018

http://dailyhive.com/montreal/abbot-liquid-nutrition-recall-

Appendix W
Appendix W.1

Ritz Bits Recall

Appendix W.1.1

July 20th to November 26th 2018

Appendix W.1.2

CFIA issues food recalls

Appendix W.1.3

https://www.producer.com/daily/cfia-issues-food-recalls/

Appendix X
Appendix X.1

Spoilage Issues (Baby Food)

Appendix X.1.1

18th October 2018

Appendix X.1.2
Canadian Food Inspection Agency recalls baby food due to
spoilage concerns
Appendix X.1.3
https://ottawasun.com/news/national/canadian-foodinspection-agency-recalls-baby-food-due-spoilage-concerns/wcm/279f87e24827-4146-b356-b4de00dfb9a9

